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Induction machine model with finite element accuracy

for condition monitoring running in real time using

hardware in the loop system

A. Sapena-Bano1,∗, F. Chinesta2,, M. Pineda-Sanchez1,, J.V. Aguado3,,
D. Borzacchiello3,, R. Puche-Panadero1,

Institute for Energy Engineering, Universitat Politècnica de València, Camino. de Vera
s/n, 46022 Valencia, Spain

Abstract

Most industrial processes are run by induction machines (IMs). Condition
monitoring of IMs assures their continuity of service, and it may avoid highly
costly breakdowns. Among the methods for condition monitoring, on-line
motor current signature analysis is being attracting a rising interest, because
it is non-invasive, and it can identify a wide variety of faults at early stage. To
favour the development of on-line fault diagnosis techniques, it is necessary
to have real-time currents with which test the new techniques and devices.
Models running in real time in hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulators are a
suitable alternative to balance the drawbacks of test benches (costly, limited
machines, faults and working conditions). These models must be accurate
enough to reflect the effects of a fault and they must be running in real time.
A promising technique based on the equivalent circuit parameters calculation
of IM by finite element analysis (FEA) is attracting a rising interest due to its
reliability, performance and the possibility of being run in a HIL. Neverthe-
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less, prior to running in a HIL, it is necessary to compute the IM parameters
using FEA, which requires long simulation times and high computing re-
sources. Consequently, covering a whole range of degrees of a giving fault
could be unaffordable. What is proposed in this paper is to apply the sparse
subspace learning (SSL) in combination with the hierarchical Lagrangian in-
terpolation (HLI) to obtain the parametric solutions of the faulty IM model
that cover the whole range of severity of a given fault, with a reduced num-
ber of FEA simulations. By means of this approach it is possible not only
to boost the computation speed but also to achieve a significant reduction
of memory requirements while retaining reasonable accuracy compared to
traditional FEA, so enabling the real-time simulation of predictive models.

Keywords: Fault diagnosis, hierarchical Lagrange interpolation, induction
machines, model order reduction, sparse subspace learning

1. Introduction1

Rotating electrical machines are critical components not only in the in-2

dustry (working as a motors) but also in the electrical power generation3

(working as generators). The electric machines are the driving force of the4

industry. Indeed, IMs account for a major fraction (≥ 64%) of total indus-5

trial energy uses [1]. Among all types of electrical machines, squirrel-cage IMs6

have a prevalence in industry applications due to their low cost, robustness7

and low maintenance requirements, which are key issues in harsh industrial8

environments. Despite their robustness IMs are not free from suffering faults9

that can lead to unexpected failures and production breakdowns, causing10

large economic losses [2]. Consequently, the detection of faults at early stage11

is crucial to adjust the maintenance plans, allowing a faster reparation and12

avoiding unexpected shut-downs of the production line [3].13

In this context, a wide variety of magnitudes have been used for the14

purpose of condition monitoring of the IM such as thermal monitoring, either15

measuring or estimating the temperature or through the analysis of thermal16

images [4], the magnetic flux monitoring [5], vibration [6, 7], noise [7], partial17

discharges [8], air-gap torque monitoring [9], etc. However, these magnitudes18

have several drawbacks such as the use of expensive sensors, which most times19

cannot be installed and used in large machines for fault diagnosis. Besides,20

it is not easy to detect all types of faults using these magnitudes [10].21

On the other hand, many recently published research works propose the22
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use of the stator current for condition monitoring of the IM. Indeed, motor23

current signature analysis (MCSA) has become a notable approach for IMs24

fault diagnosis, because the currents of a faulty IM contain frequency com-25

ponents which can be related to both mechanical faults (rolling bearings,26

eccentricity) and electric and magnetic asymmetries (stator winding short-27

circuits, rotor broken bars)[10]. Besides, MCSA is non-invasive, and it has28

low hardware (just a clip-on Hall effect probe) and software requirements29

[11, 12, 13] (Fourier Analysis). Fig. 1 shows the general diagram procedure30

for condition monitoring of IMs through the analysis of the current.31

Induction Machine

Current acquisition

Current analysis

Fault diagnosis

Figure 1: General diagram of the procedure for fault diagnosis of IMs using MCSA.

However, MCSA faces some practical difficulties that are still limiting its32

industrial implementation. First, the rough industrial environment in which33

the machine operates, the electromagnetic noise, the mechanical coupling34

with the load, the air ducts of the machine, etc. can induce harmonic com-35

ponents in the stator current, not related to the fault, which may lead to false36

positives [14, 15]. Second, MCSA relies on failure thresholds, but there is37

not a clear line that determinates the presence or absence and the severity of38

a given fault, because they can be machine dependent. Finally, the working39

conditions can affect the diagnostic procedure. Most machines work under40

non-stationary regimes, which require complex fault diagnostic algorithms41

that can operate in the joint time-frequency domain, where the FFT cannot42

be used to identify fault-related peaks in the current spectrum [16, 17, 18].43

Due to the critical role of induction machines in industries and power44

generation plants, there is a need to address these problems in order to45

increase the reliability of condition monitoring systems. The main goal is to46

detect the faults at a very early stage, while reducing missed and false alarms47
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rates [19]. To achieve this objective the use of the artificial intelligence to48

develop expert systems based on support vector machines (SVM) [20] or49

artificial neural networks (ANN) [21] have been proposed in the technical50

literature. Besides, there is a rising interest in developing non-invasive, on-51

line assessment of the motor condition that can continuously monitor, detect52

and identify motor faults in an early stage, before an unexpected shut-down53

of the production line [2]. It implies the development of fault diagnostic54

algorithms running in embedded devices, such as digital signal processors55

(DSPs) [12, 22], field programmable gate arrays FPGAs [23] or even in the56

variable speed drive (VSD) that controls the machine. And these diagnostic57

system must be able to perform on-line condition monitoring [9, 24] of IMs,58

under different working conditions [25], both in steady state and in transient59

regime, as well as under non-stationary working conditions.60

The development and training of these expert systems requires a large61

number of sampled currents, which should be obtained from several motors,62

with different types and severity degrees of a given fault or even with simul-63

taneous faults. Besides, to enable the development and test of fault diagnosis64

techniques running in embedded devices, these signals must be produced and65

sampled in real-time. The main drawback is the access to many induction66

machines to fulfil the requirements aforementioned. It requires cooperation67

with industry, but the number of faulty induction machines that could be68

running in the industry is very limited.69

Another option for obtaining faulty currents is to use IMs installed in70

laboratory test benches. Despite being necessary for the last stage of de-71

velopment (to test the fault diagnosis techniques, the devices, the expert72

systems, etc), this option not only has the same problems as with IMs in-73

stalled in the industry, such as the limitation to those IMs available in the74

laboratory, but it has added drawbacks, such as the costs, the needs of a large75

number of destructive tests, the added challenge to obtain different degrees76

of failure or even simultaneous faults, and the difficulty to vary parameters77

that modify the working conditions, among others.78

Alternatively, the use of accurate models of the faulty IM would have a79

major impact in the fault diagnosis field. These models aim at reducing the80

number of destructive tests needed to validate new diagnostic techniques, to81

test fault diagnostic techniques implemented in embedded devices, to train82

expert systems to classify IM faults [26] or to develop vector classifiers [27].83

These models are also very helpful for a better understanding of the observed84

phenomena [28] and to define and compare different fault indexes [29] which85
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can lead to the development of new diagnostic techniques. In the next sub-86

sections, the most recent advances in the development of faulty IMs models87

are reviewed, as well as the bottlenecks in their practical use.88

1.1. Faulty induction motor models89

Several models of rotating electrical machines have been proposed in the90

technical literature. The well-known dynamic d-q model [30, 31] is simple91

enough to be implemented in fast HIL [32].However, this model cannot be92

used for fault diagnosis purposes, because it neglects the harmonic contents93

generated by phase windings, and is unable to model the torque pulsations94

that appear in the machine shaft due to the interaction between time and95

space harmonics [33]. The challenge is to perform the machine condition96

monitoring under conditions in which both the phase currents and the phase97

voltages are not sinusoidal and torque pulsations are present on the shaft98

[34]. Therefore, the machine model for diagnostic purposes should include99

the effect of spatial harmonics, as in the model presented in [35]. After-100

wards, other analytical approaches have been proposed such as the multiple101

coupled circuit (MCC) model [36], the winding function approach (WFA)102

[37], the Concordia transformations [38], the use of natural variables [39],103

the voltage-behind-reactance formulation [40, 41], or the magnetic equiva-104

lent circuit (MEC) [32, 42]. However, these analytical approaches cannot105

properly model non-linearities and non-ideal conditions, as required for an106

accurate motor model valid for diagnostic purposes.107

The use of finite elements models (FEM) highly increases the accuracy in108

machine simulation [43], but it requires a significant computational capac-109

ity. Despite the improvements on computer speed, the computational effort110

required to complete FEM evaluation is significant even with modern pro-111

cessing power computers [44].Indeed, it requires long simulation times, from112

minutes to days in case of highly asymmetrical faults such as mixed eccen-113

tricity or rotor broken bars. The savings in computational effort are crucial114

in situations where a large number of studies are required, such as in fault115

diagnosis, optimization of the motor control, expert systems training, etc.116

Therefore, some authors have proposed alternatives such as the use of ad-117

vanced analytical models [45, 46] or combined FEM-analytical model [47] to118

reduce the computation time of FEM models. They are based on the equiv-119

alent circuit parameters calculation of IMs by FEM [48, 49]. The resulting120

analytical model has a reliability similar to a FEM model and it can run in121

real-time in HIL, which is a need for fault diagnosis. Additionally, the test of122
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fault diagnosis techniques requires a set of signals that cover a wide range of123

scenarios such as different degrees of a fault or combination of several types124

of faults. But the evaluation of each new scenario (fault conditions) can125

become extremely expensive, because it requires the full simulation of the126

new FEM model with their corresponding long simulation times and high127

computational effort. These issues are definitely limiting its implementation.128

1.2. Contributions and paper structure129

From the discussion in the previous sections, it can be concluded that the130

use of accurate IM models would have a major impact in the fault diagnosis131

field. On the other hand, the main bottleneck is that fault diagnosis re-132

quires accurate models of the faulty IMs (covering a wide range of scenarios:133

machine, type and degrees of a fault) running in real time. But both require-134

ments are in conflict. The most accurate methods, such as those based on135

FEM, require a high computing power and long running times. On the con-136

trary, HIL systems are able to run machine models in real time [32, 50], but137

they are limited to analytical models. A promising technique is to use equiv-138

alent circuits of IM whose parameters are obtained through FEM simulations139

[48, 49], due to its reliability, performance and the possibility of running it140

in a HIL. Nevertheless, each new scenario requires a complete FEM analysis,141

which is extremely costly and could be unaffordable.142

In the technical literature, especially in computational mathematics, many143

methods have been developed to alleviate this problem. For example, design144

of experiment (DOE), widely used in the industry, reduces the number of145

simulations based on a series of statistical indicators [51]. An alternative146

approach is based on reduced order modelling (ROM) methods [52, 53, 54],147

with both a-priori and a-posteriori ROM strategies. Since most of the time148

is consumed in multi-query simulation, ROM methods are designed so as to149

reduce the computational complexity of evaluating a given configuration [55].150

However, the main drawback of these projection-based ROM is that not only151

the solution must be reducible but also the problem formulation must have152

a proper structure.153

To address this limitation, recently, the SSL has been proposed in [55].154

The SSL is able to produce parametric solutions based only on the output155

of a deterministic solver to which the parameters are fed as input in a multi-156

level interpolation framework. More specifically, the SSL uses hierarchical157

collocation to compute a low-rank representation of the parametric solution.158
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With this rationale, the predictions obtained from the hierarchical interpola-159

tion are used as an optimal initial guess to initialize the deterministic solver160

at a new sampling point. If this guess is good enough the solver will not161

even run. Therefore, the time requirements are drastically reduced. How-162

ever, for fault diagnosis purposes, this approach still requires a full FEM163

analysis with its corresponding computational costs (memory resources and164

computing power) and long simulation times.165

In an attempt to overcome these limitations, this paper proposes to apply166

the SSL method to obtain the parametric solutions of the faulty IM model167

that cover the whole range of severity of a given fault with a reduced num-168

ber of simulations. In this paper the proposed method is applied to the169

case of static eccentricity fault, but the same procedure could be applied to170

the simulation of other types of faults such as rotor asymmetries, inter-turn171

stator short-circuit fault, other types of eccentricity (dynamic, mixed) etc.172

As a novelty, in this paper, the SSL is used to obtain the parametric solu-173

tions instead of the predictions to initialize the deterministic model at a new174

sampling point as in [55]. It results in an impressive reduction of time and175

computing requirements while keeping a great accuracy.176

The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 the equations that define a177

parametric model of a IM and the main drawbacks to compute the parameters178

are introduced. In section 3 the methodology used to compute the parametric179

solutions of the fault IM model is presented. The case of study introduced180

in 4 is used to illustrate the SSL and the HLI method proposed in this181

paper, which is explained deeply in section 5. Subsequently, in section 6, the182

model is implemented in the HIL and the results, in terms of fault diagnosis183

purposes, are shown. Finally, the main conclusions of this work are presented184

in section 7.185

2. System equations186

A general IM with m stator and n rotor phases can be modelled with the187

following equations [56, 57]:188

[Us] = [Rs] [Is] + d [Ψs] /dt (1)

189

[Ur] = [Rr] [Ir] + d [Ψr] /dt (2)
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190

[Ψs] = [Lss] [Is] + [Lsr] [Ir] (3)

191

[Ψr] = [Lsr]
T [Is] + [Lrr] [Ir] (4)

192

[Us] = [us1, us2, . . . , usm]T (5)

193

[Ur] = [ur1, ur2, . . . , urn]T (6)

194

[Is] = [is1, is2, . . . , ism]T (7)

195

[Ir] = [ir1, ir2, . . . , irn]T (8)

where [U ] is the phase voltages matrix, [I] is the phase currents matrix,196

[R] is the resistances matrix, [Ψ] is the flux linkages matrix and [L] is the197

inductances matrix. Subscripts s and r are used for the stator and for the198

rotor, respectively. The mechanical equations are:199

Te = [Is]
T d [Lsr]

dθ
[Ir] (9)

200

Te − TLoad = J
d2θ

dt2
+B

dθ

dt
(10)

where Te is the electromechanical torque generated by the machine, TLoad201

is the mechanical load torque, J is the inertia moment, B is the friction202

coefficient and θ is the rotor position.203

The system equations (1) - (10) must be solved using a simulink model204

to run in real time in the HIL. In this case, the model has been divided into205

two subsystems as can be seen in Fig. 2. The subsystem sc user interface206

is used to modify set points and to monitor the results while the simulation207

is running. For instance, to cover a wide variety of industrial cases, the208

user could select the type of connection of the IM between direct on-line209

(DOL) or through a VSD (with the usual open/close loop controls). Once210

the connection is chosen and the real-time simulation is running the user211

can modify, in real-time, different parameters of the power supply such as212

the voltage and/or the frequency (or reference speed depending on the VSD213
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control selected). The user can, also, modify the load torque during the real-214

time simulation or even define torque profiles to simulate industrial processes.215

Moreover, from this subsystem, the user can monitor the main results of the216

real-time simulation such as the stator currents, the torque generated and217

the speed, and save them in a file for post-processing purposes. On the other218

hand, the subsystem called sm computation is used to create the detailed219

model that solves the system equations (1) - (10), as shown in Fig. 3.220

Figure 2: Simulink model to solve the system equations (1)-(10) implemented in the HIL
system.

Figure 3: Detailed motor model of the induction machine that solves the system equations
(1)-(10) implemented in the sm computation of the HIL system.

In the schema implemented in Fig. 3 the stator and rotor quantities have221

been grouped, allowing the system equations (1) - (10) to be expressed as:222
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[
Us

Ur

]
=

[
Rs 0
0 Rr

] [
Is
Ir

]
+

d

dt

([
Lss Lsr

Lrs Lrr

] [
Is
Ir

])
(11)

223

Te =
1

2
[Is Ir]

d

dθ

([
Lss Lsr

Lrs Lrr

])[
Is
Ir

]
(12)

where [Lss] contains the mutual inductances between the stator phases and224

their leakage inductances, [Lrr] contains the mutual rotor inductances be-225

tween rotor phases and their leakage inductances and [Lsr] contains the mu-226

tual inductances between the stator and rotor phases. In case of a faulty227

motor all of these inductances depend on the rotor position. Therefore, to228

solve (11) (12) the self and mutual inductances must be computed for each229

rotor position. Moreover, due to the presence of derivatives in (12) these in-230

ductances must be computed with high accuracy, specially, if different faulty231

conditions need to be detected and identified in a reliable way. As said be-232

fore, in this paper, the elements of matrices [Lss], [Lrr], [Lsr] are computed233

using FEM software to obtain a good accuracy but focusing on the reduction234

of the time and computing resources required in this process.235

3. Methodology236

The accuracy of FEA allows to create IM models that consider the non-237

uniform air-gap due to stator and rotor slots. Besides, FEA considers other238

possibles asymmetries produced due to IM faults such as eccentricity, rotor239

broken bars or inter-turn short circuits. In case of a faulty machine, usual240

simplifications that speed up the FEA, like symmetry and anti-symmetry241

boundary conditions, can no longer be applied. Hence, performing a single242

simulation is more time-consuming than in the case of healthy machines,243

because the whole geometry must be taken into account. Besides, a consid-244

erable number of simulations is required to compute the inductance matrix245

in every possible scenario that is likely to occur in the life cycle of an IM.246

The diagram of Fig. 4 shows the required steps to compute the induc-247

tances matrix of a faulty motor. For each rotor position the machine model248

is built in the FEA software. After that, each stator phase is fed with an unit249

direct current, the FEA magneto-static simulation is performed as shown in250

Fig. 5 and the stator-stator, Lss, and stator-rotor, Lsr, inductances for the251

corresponding rotor position are computed by integration of the magnetic252

potential in the areas occupied by the different windings of the stator phase253
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or the rotor bars. Finally, a rotor phase (the loop formed by two consecutive254

rotor bars) is also fed by an unit direct current to compute the rotor-rotor,255

Lrr, inductances for the corresponding rotor position. The iteration process256

continues until the inductances matrix is computed for each rotor position. It257

becomes clear that, due to the complexity of the geometrical resolution, the258

large number of configurations that must be evaluated implies a significant259

cost in terms of time and computational resources.260

4. Case of study261

To test embedded equipment and fault diagnosis techniques it is required262

to acquire real-time signals to cover a wide range of scenarios. That means263

that it is necessary to obtain simulations with different working conditions264

as well as types and severity of faults.265

This paper is focussed in showing the benefits of SSL and the HLI in266

order to reduce the computational and time requirements to compute the267

inductances matrix. This allows simultaneously to create parametric models268

which can run in real time simulators (HIL) and to consider different types269

and severity degrees of a given fault. Such approach would be unaffordable270

using a test bench or even using FEA models, due to the fact that all the271

steps shown in Fig. 4 are required for each degree of a given fault.272

In this case, these benefits are illustrated using the model of a motor273

which main characteristics are depicted in Table 1, considering only the static274

eccentricity fault. The goal is to obtain the inductance matrix for each degree275

of fault severity, that is, from healthy conditions, where eccentricity is null, up276

to to the maximum degree of static eccentricity. For the simulated machine,277

this implies a maximum displacement of the rotor rotation centre (considering278

the rotor perfectly cylindrical) of 0.28 mm (the air-gap width).279

Table 1: Pararameters of the simulated machine.

Power 1.1kW Frequency 50Hz
Voltage 230/400 V Current 4.4/2.55 A
Speed 1415 rpm cosϕ 50Hz

Pole pairs 2 No of stator phases 3
No of rotor bars 28 No of stator slots 36
Airgap length 0.28mm Type of fault Static eccentricity
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As it is shown in section 3, for each degree of eccentricity it is necessary to280

built a new FEM model. And for each rotor position, it is necessary to feed281

sequentially the stator phases (N = 3 in Fig. 4), and a rotor phase, perform282

the magneto-static analysis and compute the inductance for each position.283

The number of rotor positions, K, depends on the accuracy required. In this284

case a total number of K = Rotor Bars · Stator Slots has been considered285

giving a total of 1008 positions and, hence rotor movements of 2π/1008 =286

π/504 rad = 0.357◦ are applied.287

From a practical point of view, each FEA simulation takes, approximately,288

1 minute and 22.5 MB size on disk. So, considering a generic scenario, for289

each fault severity it would be necessary 4 FEA simulations times 1008 rotor290

positions, giving a total of 4008 simulations, 66.8 hours and 88 GB of memory291

for a generic case. The SSL and HLI as proposed in [55] is aimed at reducing292

the FEA time of simulation. Considering this scenario, each simulation takes293

just one minute, so applying this method in this sense would not have a great294

impact in reducing the time requirements of each simulation. Therefore,295

in this paper, the SSL and the HLI are aimed to reduce the number of296

simulations required to obtain the inductances matrix for the whole range of297

severity of the static eccentricity fault.298

Prior to apply the proposed method, and considering the type of fault,299

some simplifications due to symmetry can be performed to reduce the num-300

ber of simulations. In this case, for static eccentricity (rotor rotation centre301

displaced) when a stator phase is fed, each rotor bar will see the same mag-302

netic potential vector but with a certain geometric offset. Therefore, the303

rotor positions can be reduced to those necessary for a bar to travel through304

a stator slot 36 positions in this case) to compute the Lss and Lsr inductances305

matrix. On the other hand, when a rotor phase is fed, at least, a total of306

the half rotor positions are needed. Hence, in this specific motor and with307

these conditions the rotor must be moved 504 positions while feeding a rotor308

phase to compute the rotor-rotor, Lrr, inductances matrix. Summarizing,309

for the case of study (static eccentricity fault) the number of simulations can310

be reduced to 3 · 36 + 504 = 612 simulations which, in terms of time and311

computational resources means 10.2 hours and 13.45 GB for each severity312

degree of fault.313

Definitely, it is a great reduction of time and memory that can be applied314

for this type of failure, but it is not enough if the wide range of fault severity315

has to be considered. For example, to have the inductance matrix of a316

severity fault between 10% and 20% each 1% it will be necessary 112.2 hours317
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and 147.95 GB. Besides, for other types of faults, or even simultaneous faults,318

the problem can be unaffordable for the full range of severity degrees.319

Therefore, the main question that arises this paper is: how to obtain the320

IM inductance matrices for the full range of severity degrees for a given fault321

at a lower cost? In the following sections the use of SSL and the HLI will322

be presented in order to obtain the inductance matrix for each degree of a323

given fault just with a few FEA simulations. In this paper, the method is324

illustrated using the static eccentricity fault but using the same procedure325

other types of fault could be analysed.326

5. Sparce subspace learning and hierarchical Lagrange interpola-327

tion328

In [55] the sparse subspace learning (SSL) has been introduced to reduce329

the computing time requirements for solving parametric problems in FEA.330

A collocation strategy has been integrated in existing deterministic solvers,331

which reduces the time computing requirements for parametric models which332

are no straightforward with traditional reduced order modelling strategies.333

It uses a SSL strategy for selecting the sampling points in order to obtain334

the HLI polynomial basis that allows computing an approximate low-rank335

solution in the parametric space. The solution predicted by the SSL model336

is evaluated at new points and used to initialize the FEA solver, making337

the convergence of the iteration computing process very fast, because the338

prediction is very close to the solution. Besides, as stated by the authors in339

[58], in many problems with moderate dimensionality, the hierarchical ap-340

proximation of the output alone yields accurate results for most engineering341

applications with reasonable computing costs. In our case the low-rank ap-342

proximation of the full electromagnetic field solutions is beneficial for the343

convergence of the hierarchical sampling process in which every new point344

corresponds to a new FEA simulation.345

5.1. Sparse subspace learning to compute the inductances matrix346

In [55] the SSL with HLI are applied to obtain the prediction values in the347

FEA nodes of the model, which reduces the computing time, but it does not348

reduce the requirements of memory resources. In case of faulty machines,349

the main interest is to compute the inductances matrix for a wide range350

of faulty severity degrees to properly check the fault diagnosis techniques351

implemented in the embedded devices. What is proposed in this paper, is to352
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apply the SSL strategy to compute directly the inductances matrix for each353

desired degree of failure, based on the values obtained from FEA simulations354

for only 9 degrees of failure.355

In the case of study, we can assume that the inductances matrix values,356

L, vary smoothly with the static eccentricity degree, e, which is considered357

as the parameter which changes in the simulations. The parameter of static358

eccentricity, e, varies between 0% for healthy machine and 100% for the359

maximum rotor rotation centre displacement, which is 0.28 mm. In this case,360

it can be assumed a high order parametric basis to represent the inductance361

matrix L(pos, e) depending on the rotor position (pos = 0, 0.357, . . . , 360 −362

0.357◦) in the parametric space of static eccentricity e ≡ [0, 100].363

When using polynomial approximation an optimal choice for the sampling364

is defined by the set Gauss-Chebyschev-Lobatto (GCL) points:365

P(k) ≡


{0, 100} if k = 0

{ej = 50 · (cos

(
2j − 1

2k
π

)
+ 1)

∀j = 1, . . . 2k−1} ∪ P(0)

if k > 0
(13)

The corresponding parametric basis is constructed using HLI, which is366

based on a hierarchy of collocation points sets. This implies that at level k367

of the sampling hierarchy, the corresponding set of points has N
(k)
e elements.368

This means that each level contains the N
(k−1)
e points of the previous level369

plus N
(k)
e −N (k−1)

e additional points [55]. For a given hierarchical level k and370

N
(k−1)
e < j ≤ N

(k)
e :371

Lk
j (e) =

∏
ei∈P(k),i 6=j

e− ei
ej − ei

(14)

Therefore, what is proposed is to use the set of GCL points to compute372

the inductance matrix for different levels of static eccentricity, using the FEA373

software analysis and the procedure displayed in Fig. 4. After, the HLI is374

applied to compute the inductances matrix for the whole range of degrees of375

static eccentricity fault.376

Table 2 shows the GCL points for the first 5 hierarchical levels. For the377

levels 0 to 3 FEA software is used to compute the inductances matrix. Fig. 6378

shows some inductances computed for different degrees of a static eccentricity379

fault using the procedure show in Fig. 4. Afterwards these results are used380

to create the HLI polynomial of (14) with which it is possible to compute381
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Table 2: Set of the GCL points of static eccentricity for performing the HLI.

FEA HLI

Level Static eccentricity % Level Static eccentricity %

0 0 4 0.96

0 100 4 8.43

1 50 4 22.22

2 14.64 4 40.25

2 85.36 4 59.75

3 3.81 4 77.78

3 30.87 4 91.57

3 69.13 4 99.04

3 96.19

the inductances matrix for the whole range of severity of the fault. Finally,382

the inductances matrix for the level 4 in Table 2 are computed using the383

proposed method (HLI) and compared with the results of FEA.384

5.2. Results385

With the HLI polynomial obtained using levels 0 to 3 of Table 2 the in-386

ductances matrix for level 4 are computed and compared with those obtained387

with FEA software, to check the validity of the method. The mutual induc-388

tances between stator phases 1 and 2, between stator phase 1 and rotor bar389

1 and between rotor bars 1 and 2, depending on the rotor position have been390

computed for three levels of static eccentricity using the proposed method391

(HLI) and using FEA are shown in Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 respectively.392

As shown in figures 7 to 9, the proposed method obtains the same results393

as those obtained with FEA with a small error, but with much less computing394

power requirements. In fact, once the polynomial HLI are obtained, the395

computation of the inductances matrix for a new value of eccentricity requires396

just 30 seconds and a disk space of 5 MB, versus the 10.2 hours and 13.45 GB397

needed if FEA, using the procedure shown in Fig. 4. That means boosting398
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the simulation time in 99.92% and reducing 99.96% the amount of memory399

resources required.400

5.3. Summary of the steps of the proposed method401

The proposed method can be summarized in the following steps. These402

steps would be the same for other types of faults such as rotor asymmetries,403

inter-turn stator winding short-circuit, other types of eccentricities (dynamic,404

mixed), etc.:405

1. Select the type of fault to analyse.406

2. Define the parametric space of the selected fault.407

3. Create the set of GCL points using (13).408

4. Compute the inductances matrix for the set of GCL points (step 3)409

using FEA software and the procedure shown in Fig. 4.410

5. Use the results of the FEA simulation (step 4) to create the HLI poly-411

nomial basis as in (14).412

6. Compute the inductances matrix for the desired degree of severity of413

the fault using the HLI polynomial basis computed in the step 5.414

6. Simulation implementation415

To test the model and parameters computed in the previous sections,416

the model has been implemented in the HIL model OP4500 from OPAL-RT417

shown in Fig. 10 and whose main characteristics are detailed in the Appendix418

I.419

This model is run in real time, and the stator currents can be acquired in420

real time through the analogue outputs of the HIL. Hence, these signals can421

be used to test fault diagnosis techniques implemented in embedded devices,422

to generate signals to develop and train expert fault diagnosis systems, to423

create data bases, to establish the thresholds for different types of faults,424

etc. Fig. 11 shows the model running in real time in the OP4500 HIL, with425

the stator currents of the simulated model being acquired using a digital426

oscilloscope connected to the analogue outputs of the HIL. On the other427

hand, Fig. 12 shows the stator current and the speed of the faulty IM during428

a simulation test.429
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6.1. Fault diagnosis using the proposed faulty IM model and the HIL model430

OP4500.431

The use of the stator current has become a notable approach for condition432

monitoring of the IM, not only due to its low requirements in hardware433

and software but also due to the great amount of information that contains434

about the state of the IM. In fact, each fault induces or amplifies frequency435

components in the stator current which can be related to both mechanical436

faults (rolling bearings, eccentricity) and magnetic and electric asymmetries437

(stator winding short-circuits, rotor broken bars)[10].438

The presence of the principal slot harmonics (PSHs) due to rotor slot439

harmonics is used for the sensorless speed estimation of IMs of most drives440

and for the detection of eccentricity faults. The PSH and the static and441

dynamic eccentricity harmonics are given as [59]:442

fh = [(kR± nd)
1− s
p
± ν]f1 (15)

where k is any positive integer, R are the number of rotor slots, nd is 0 for443

static eccentricity or positive integer for dynamic eccentricity, s is the slip, p444

is the number of pole pairs, ν is the order of the stator time harmonics and445

f is the mains frequency. In this case and as can be seen in Table 1, R = 28446

and p = 2. Moreover, as the static eccentricity related harmonic components447

are being studied nd = 0.448

To check the validity of the inductances matrix obtained using the pro-449

posed method the three tests with different degree of static eccentricity shown450

in Table 3 have been performed. These results are compared with those ob-451

tained with inductances matrix computed using FEA. This table also includes452

the frequencies (f) in Hz and amplitudes (A) in dB of the harmonic fault com-453

ponents more relevant for fault diagnosis which are the lower side harmonic454

(LSH) and the upper side harmonic (USH) corresponding to −1 and +1 of455

±ν in (15). The stator currents obtained in these tests have been sampled456

using a digital oscilloscope during 100 seconds at a sampling frequency of 10457

kHz.458

Fig. 13 shows the spectrum of the tests shown in Table 3. To better459

illustrate the results the spectrum has been plotted only in the frequency460

range where the LSH and USH due to static eccentricity should appear.461

These results reinforces the use of the proposed method (HLI) to compute462

the inductance matrix of the faulty model for fault diagnosis purposes. The463
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Table 3: Test performed with the HIL using the inductances matrix computed with the
proposed method HLI and with FEA.

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3

FEM HLI FEM HLI FEM HLI

Static ecc (%) 59.76 77.78 91.58

f1 (Hz) 50 50 50

speed (rpm) 1470 1468.29 1466.14

slip 0.02 0.021 0.023

LSH
f(Hz) 636 636 635.2 635.2 634.2 634.2

A(dB) -32.44 -29.69 -36.8 -35.06 -26.75 -29.95

USH
f(Hz) 736 736 735.2 735.2 734.2 734.2

A(dB) -50.03 -45.9 -37.3 -33.03 -29.95 -29.01

spectra obtained related to fault harmonic components are the same, with464

small errors, as if the matrix was fully computed with FEA.465

7. Conclusions466

The parameter calculation of the equivalent circuit of the IM are com-467

puted by FEA is a promising technique to obtain accurate faulty IM models468

which can be run in real time. These models can be used in speeding up469

the development and test of new on-line condition monitoring techniques470

implemented in embedded devices. In this paper the SSL and the HLI are471

proposed to reduce the requirements needed to obtain accurate models of472

the faulty IM that cover the whole range of severity of a given fault. The473

method has been theoretically introduced and the results have been validated474

and compared with those obtained using FEA. In this paper, the method has475

been illustrated using the static eccentricity fault, but the same procedure476

can be used to obtain the inductances matrix for other types of faults such477

as rotor asymmetry, inter-turn stator windig short-circuits, etc.478

Using the proposed method (SSL and polynomial HLI) the parameters of479

a model for the whole range of severity degrees of the IM fault are obtained480
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with a similar accuracy than FEA, at a fraction of its computing cost. In-481

deed, as it has been demonstrated, the results obtained with the proposed482

method, regarding to fault diagnosis purposes, are precise and the same as483

the obtained using FEA but with a extremely faster computation of the pa-484

rameters of the equivalent circuit of the IM. It should be noted as a novelty,485

in addition to the benefits already mentioned, that in this paper, the SSL486

is used to obtain the parametric solutions, instead of the predictions to ini-487

tialize the deterministic model at a new sampling point, as in other works488

published in the technical literature. In this way the proposed method not489

only reduces the number of FEA simulations but also greatly reduces the490

computing resources required. In fact, the proposed method boosts 99.9%491

the simulation time and it reduces 99.9% the memory resources required to492

compute the inductance matrix for a new degree of a given fault.493

Appendix I: HIL OP4500 main features494

Real-time target: 4 INTEL processor cores 3.3 GHz (only 1 core acti-495

vated).496

Solid state disk: 125 Gb.497

Memory RAM: 4 Gb.498

Real-time operating system: Linux RedHat.499

Xilinx Kintex 7 FPGA (326.000 Logic cells and 840 DSP slice).500

Sampling Rate: 200MHz.501

96 User Inputs/Outputs (I/O): 16 analog inputs and 16 analog outputs,502

24 digital inputs and 24 digital outputs, 8 RS422 digital inputs and 8 RS422503

digital outputs.504
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Figure 4: Flowchart of inductance matrix computation of a faulty IM for each rotor
position using FEA where N is the number of stator phases of the machine and K is the
total of rotor positions to simulate.
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Figure 5: Magnetic flux density for a FEA simulation of the IM.

Figure 6: Mutual inductance between the stator phase 1 and the stator phase 2 (top),
between stator phase 1 and rotor bar 1 (middle) and between rotor bar 1 and rotor bar
2 (bottom) for 5 different degrees of static eccentricity (inside the levels 0 to 3 obtained
with the GCL set) depending on the rotor position using FEA.
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Figure 7: Mutual inductance between the stator phase 1 and the stator phase 2 for three
different levels of static eccentricity depending on the rotor position using FEA software
and the proposed method (HLI).
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Figure 8: Mutual inductance between the stator phase 1 and the rotor bar 2 for three
different levels of static eccentricity depending on the rotor position using FEA software
and the proposed method (HLI).
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Figure 9: Mutual inductance between the rotor bar 1 and the rotor bar 2 for three different
levels of static eccentricity depending on the rotor position using FEA software and the
proposed method (HLI).

Figure 10: HIL hardware, model OP4500 from OPAL RT technologies, used to simulate
the faulty induction motor model in real time.
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Figure 11: (Top) Faulty IM model developed in the previous sections running in real
time in the OP4500 HIL while the stator currents are acquired using a digital oscilloscope
connented to the analogue outputs of the HIL. (Bottom) Detail of the rear part of the HIL
where the connections with the analogue outputs can be seen.
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Figure 12: Stator current (top) and speed (bottom) of the IM faulty model developed with
a static eccentricity of 59.76% during a simulation.
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Figure 13: Stator current spectrum obtained for three different levels of static eccentricity
using FEA software and the proposed method (HLI) to compute the inductance matrix of
the model. Besides, the frequency of the fault harmonic related components due to static
eccentricity are highlighted for both the inductance matrix computed using FEA software
and the proposed method (HLI).
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